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1: Jim Keen (Author of Inside Intermarriage)
Inside Intermarriage is Jim Keen's personal journal as the Christian partner in an interfaith marriage. From deciding to
have a Jewish wedding, to raising his children Jewish, to learning about a new culture while maintaining his own
religious identity, Keen's candid exploration of the challenges and opportunities offers comfort and strategies.

Print shares Are intermarried couples that had a rabbi officiate at their weddings more likely to be engaged
with Jewish life than intermarried couples that were married by a minister or justice of the peace? Yes, as
demonstrated by a widely cited study by my colleagues at Brandeis University. No, it does not. I believe that
data can and should inform Jewish communal policy, and I was intimately involved in data analysis for the
study in question. For these reasons and more, I want Conservative rabbis and others to understand exactly
what the study demonstrates â€” and what it does not. In recent months, a passionate and pivotal debate over
rabbinic officiation at intermarriages has unfolded within the Conservative movement. Some well-intentioned
advocates of officiation have cited the study on which I worked to claim that rabbinic officiation leads
intermarried couples to greater engagement with Jewish life. Not surprisingly, the intermarried Jews who had
a rabbi officiate surpassed other intermarried Jews on a dozen measures of Jewish behavior, ranging from
talking to friends and family about Judaism to attending Jewish religious services. That said, the old adage that
correlation does not imply causation applies here. Intermarried Jews who chose a rabbi to officiate had much
richer Jewish childhood and adolescent experiences than other intermarried Jews. More of the group who
chose a rabbi received formal Jewish education and celebrated Jewish holidays at home while growing up. The
logical conclusion is that their stronger pre-existing Jewish commitments led them both to seek a rabbi to
officiate at their weddings and to engage in Jewish life after their weddings. As the study reports, after
controlling statistically for pre-existing differences in Jewish childhood and adolescent experiences, the gaps
between intermarried Jews who had a rabbi officiate vs. The study did not collect much information about
Jewish experiences in the formative years between high school graduation and marriage, and it could not
adequately control for them. With better data, we could test whether the remaining behavior gaps between
intermarried Jews who had a rabbi officiate vs. The claim that officiating rabbis subsequently guide
intermarried couples into the Jewish community is further undermined by the near lack of contact between the
couples and their officiating rabbis after the weddings. In a survey of 52 of these same intermarried Jews who
had a rabbi officiate, only five said they had more than passing contact with their officiating rabbi after their
wedding. Half had no contact at all. The study also demonstrates that even with rabbinic officiation, markers
of strong Jewish commitment are absent among most intermarried Jews. Absent such an experiment, the key
question that should be addressed by systematic research is this: Would permitting Conservative rabbis to
officiate at intermarriages undermine the strong preference for inmarriage that still persists among alumni of
Conservative day schools, summer camps and USY United Synagogue Youth? In considering the question of
officiation at intermarriages, Conservative rabbis need to ask themselves whether the evidence for any positive
impact on intermarried couples is sufficient to outweigh any potential negative impact on the rest of the Jews
they have been entrusted to lead.
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2: The Jewish fear of intermarriage - BBC News
Inside Intermarriage has 6 ratings and 1 review. Dennis said: When an interfaith relationship gets serious, a call to
clergy may follow. I'm Jewish. She.

For example, black men were almost three times as likely to marry someone of another race as black women.
Asian women were twice as likely to marry outside their race as were Asian men. There was no difference
between genders for Hispanics and whites. The biggest differences are between different races and ethnicities.
The percentage of blacks who marry nonblacks has more than tripled, to 17 percent. Asians and Hispanics
have the highest rates of intermarriage, with more than one-quarter of all Asian newlyweds marrying a
non-Asians. Sociologists and demographers attribute that to four decades of immigration that increased the
pool of Hispanics and Asians who are potential mates. Christian Oh, who teaches Asian culture at the State
Department, never imagined while growing up that he would marry another Asian. He came to the United
States from South Korea when he was 2, in the early s, so his father could work for his doctorate at the
University of Iowa. The family ended up in Roanoke, Va. He dated girls who were white, black and Hispanic,
and went to his prom with an exchange student from India. Only when he attended college at George Mason
University did he start dating other Asians. He met his wife, Sarah, when she returned a pair of jeans at a Gap
where he was working. A new immigrant, she only spoke Korean. The couple wed in Non-Hispanic whites
make up nearly two-thirds of the population, so because of sheer numbers, the bulk of intermarriages have a
white spouse. As intermarriage rates have grown, attitudes have changed substantially. In a Roper Poll,
two-thirds of the people surveyed said they could never imagine themselves marrying someone from a
different race. In a Pew poll, just 6 percent of whites and 3 percent of blacks said they would not accept an
interracial marriage in their own family. Dan Lichter, a Cornell University sociologist who has studied
intermarriage, said the trend shows the continuing blurring of racial boundaries.
3: Inside Intermarriage: A Christian Partner's Perspective on Raising a Jewish Family by Jim Keen
This post originally appeared on www.enganchecubano.com and is reprinted with permission. August 1, is the
publication date for the new version of Jim Keen's Inside Intermarriage: A Christian Partner's Journey Raising a Jewish
Family.

4: Inside The Intermarriage Officiation Fallacy | Jewish Week
The study compared two groups of intermarried Jewish young adults: those who had a rabbi officiate at their weddings
and those who had another type of officiant, usually a justice of the peace or.

5: Inside UCR: Diversity Book Club to Discuss Book on Intermarriage by Carlos CortÃ©s
Inside Intermarriage - Kindle edition by Jim Keen. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or
tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Inside Intermarriage.

6: What's behind the rise of interracial marriage in the US? | Life and style | The Guardian
Inside Intermarriage is Jim Keen's personal journey as the Christian partner in an interfaith www.enganchecubano.com
deciding to have a Jewish wedding, to raising his children Jewish, to learning about a new culture while maintaining his
own religious identity, Keen candidly explores the challenges and opportunities and offers comfort and strategies to
couples starting down a similar road.

7: Jaffa Intermarriage Problem - Israel National News
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

8: intermarriage | The Times of Israel
Written by Jim Keen, a Christian father committed to helping his Jewish wife raise Jewish children, Inside Intermarriage:
A Christian Partner's Perspective on Raising a Jewish Family is a one-of-a-kind testimony about the unique dynamics of
interfaith love, matrimony, and child-rearing. "A friend of.

9: Most Israeli Jews, and Arabs, oppose intermarriage | The Times of Israel
Inside Intermarriage: A Christian Partner's Perspective on Raising a Jewish Family by Jim Keen starting at $ Inside
Intermarriage: A Christian Partner's Perspective on Raising a Jewish Family has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.
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